Abstract 
Introduction
Early anonymity protocols [25] and some recent ones [13] rely on a core architecture in which users send messages through a relatively small set of highly available forwarding nodes. Due to scalability concerns as well as doubt about the commercial viability of an anonymous core network 1 , there has been considerable recent attention paid to peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures, in which users cooperatively provide anonymity by forwarding messages for each other [19, 26, 27] .
P2P anonymity systems have the potential to offer anonymous communication to very large user populations. 1 Recent efforts to deploy a high quality commercial anonymity system based on the mix network architecture in [9] have failed, mainly due to high operational costs coupled with low user subscription rates [20] .
However, as with other P2P systems, the ability of such protocols to function correctly and efficiently is threatened by free-riders-users who consume the service while providing little or no service to others. Within P2P anonymity systems, two aspects of user cooperation are of major concern. First, it is essential that peers be compliant with the protocol specification. For example, peers must reliably forward each others' traffic while joined to the system. Second, it is important that peers be available to the system. For example, peers should remain joined for extended periods of time.
Both non-compliance and low availability have the potential to undermine P2P anonymity systems. A significant presence of non-compliant peers will result in a high incidence of failed routes and path reconstructions. Low availability will induce a high rate of churn associated with peers frequently joining and leaving the system. Besides degrading system performance, both consequences facilitate certain types of attacks on anonymity [3, 32] . In addition, low availability due to free-riding implies that the expected number of peers joined to the system at any point in time will be smaller. Since many measures of anonymity improve monotonically with the average number of peers in the system [22, 23, 31] , free-riding directly impacts the fundamental quality of the anonymity service.
The free-riding problem in P2P systems can generally be addressed by introducing explicit incentive mechanisms for aligning users' self interest with global system objectives. However, applying general techniques to a particular system typically requires a careful analysis of application-specific characteristics, which, in the case of anonymity systems, are particularly challenging. While incentive solutions to mitigate non-compliant behavior in anonymity systems have been studied previously [12, 14] , we are not aware of any prior work addressing the problem of low peer availability in such systems. Yet, low availability is likely to be pervasive, as it can easily be achieved by fully compliant peers simply leaving the system once their immediate needs have been fulfilled. Because of the potential seriousness of this form of free-riding and because compliance-enforcing incentives are insufficient to prevent it, we focus on incentive mechanisms that can promote high availability.
We propose the use of a payment-based incentive mechanism, where peers requesting service must financially compensate the peers that contribute to servicing the request. This mechanism attaches a financial cost to using the system. The intuition is that in order to minimize costs, users will change their behavior when using the system. For example, the financial cost of using the system can be partially or totally recouped by remaining joined to the system and providing service to others. However, moving from a free system to a paid system can have several consequences on users' behavior -not all desirable from the perspective of the system designer. It is therefore important to evaluate the impact that a payment mechanism will have on the system. Another orthogonal issue is the design of efficient payment mechanisms that can be implemented and coupled to P2P anonymity system. In this paper, we make two contributions in these directions:
• We develop and evaluate a game-theoretic model to provide insights on peer availability when the P2P anonymity system is augmented with a payment mechanism. Our analytical results show that peer availability can significantly increase under certain conditions. Our findings further suggest that under a paid system, all but the most demanding users can fully recover the upfront payments when using the service.
• We present the design of an anonymity-preserving payment mechanism that can be used to promote high peer availability. Our scheme borrows from work in anonymous digital cash and micropayments to embed small payments for service in the messages exchanged in path-based P2P anonymity systems. Our scheme has several desirable security and anonymity properties, and can easily be coupled with existing P2P anonymity systems.
Background on P2P Anonymity Systems
In this paper, we will consider interactive, path-based, P2P anonymity systems. We assume users can freely join and leave the system at any point in time. Users can send anonymous messages as long as they are joined to the system. The term initiator will be used to denote the peer originating anonymous messages. In order to send anonymous messages, the initiator must first construct a path through a sequence of peers participating in the P2P system that terminates at the intended destination. This is known as the anonymous path. The peers that comprise any given anonymous path are randomly chosen from the set of peers joined to the system. Note that a peer on the anonymous path and the destination does not know if their immediate predecessor is the initiator or simply another peer on the path. An anonymous path constructed by the initiator can be used to send several messages to the same destination, but must be eventually destroyed 2 . Figure 1 illustrates the P2P anonymity system under consideration. We assume that the identity of the peers along an anonymous path is fully known to the initiator at the time a message is sent, which is a necessary condition for the applicability of the payment mechanism we propose. Anonymity systems based on Chaumian mixes [9] , such as Tarzan [19] , MorphMix [27] and GAP [5] , satisfy this requirement. 3 However, our incentive mechanism would not trivially apply to a system like Crowds [26] , where the path is not known to the initiator.
Motivation for Payment-Based Incentives
In order to mitigate the impact of free-riders, researchers have recently suggested building explicit incentive mechanisms into various types of P2P applications. The most widely studied mechanisms fall into two categories:
• Reputation systems in which peers punish or reward each other based on observed behavior [7, 14, 28] .
• Payment-based mechanisms that require tokens or money to be exchanged in return for service [2, 4, 8, 33] .
Reputation mechanisms require the capability (a) to evaluate a peer's cooperativeness on the basis of observable behavior and (b) to provide a punishment or reward with the desired incentive. In highly scalable anonymity systems (e.g. MorpMix [27] ) low availability is largely unobservable due to decentralized group membership and path construction functions. Adding observability would require substantial redesign, impose significant communication overhead, and weaken the anonymity system's robustness against so-called intersection attacks, which work by tracking changes in group membership. Moreover, even if availability was completely observable, the most obvious punishment mechanism-refusing or granting low priority to service requests-is not feasible in systems where service is requested anonymously. 4 Other punishments are feasible, but possibly less effective. For example, refusing to include peers with poor reputations in anonymous paths has the effect of denying cover traffic to those peers. However, such punishment may have limited influence on peers already inclined toward low availability, who are likely to have weak anonymity requirements to begin with.
Because of the aforementioned concerns about reputation mechanisms, we have chosen to explore payment-based incentives as an alternative. In a payment-based mechanism for anonymous systems, the initiator would compensate each peer on the path for forwarding its message to the next hop. Peers would accumulate payments at a rate proportional to their availability. Such payments would attach a cost to using the system, but this cost could be partially or totally recouped by remaining joined to the system and providing service to others.
Modeling the Impact of Payment-based Incentives on Availability
In this section we conduct a qualitative analysis of payment-based incentives and investigate its impact on peer availability. We will assume that all peers participating in the P2P system are self-interested, meaning they all have consistent objectives (e.g., utility function), and will respond rationally to well-defined incentives, such as financial incentives. Users are solely interested in minimizing their costs when using the system. Since the costs imposed on a user depend on decisions made by other users, this model naturally falls into the game-theoretic framework. We adopt the concept of Nash equilibria points (NEPs) to characterize the equilibrium of the system 5 . In what follows, we demonstrate the relationship between system parameters and NEPs, which provide several insights into the use of payment-based incentive mechanisms.
Consider a general path-based anonymity system. In the presence of payments, the system requires the initiator to pay all peers along its anonymous path for each message it generates. Let us assume that the price for forwarding a message, q, is the same for all users and determined by the system designer, and that all paths through the system are of a fixed length L. Thus, the cost to send a message is L q. Let N denote the total number of potential users of the system. In order to send a message anonymously, a peer must join the system for a minimum amount of time. Let s denote the time required for the system to deliver a single message anonymously. This includes the time required to transmit the request and its reply, and any other protocol overheads. We assume that s is much smaller than 1 (s 1). Each individual user i in our model is characterized by three variables:
• Demand (l i ): The demand of a user for the anonymity system represents the number of messages generated by the user per unit of time. The demand cannot be arbitrarily high. In particular, if anonymous messages are serialized then the following must hold: s l i ≤ 1.
• Level of availability (c i ): The level of availability represents the fraction of time the user is joined to the system. The level of availability is bounded from below by the demand of the user, as it must be joined to the system in order for the system to deliver its own anonymous traffic. In particular, we have s l i ≤ c i ≤ 1.
• Payment from external funds (p i ): This represents the average unrecovered cost per message. We interpret this value as an amount of money payed from external funds and injected into the system for each message sent by user i. The price for sending a message anonymously is L q, and thus, the amount paid from external funds is bounded from above, such that
The strategy space of a user corresponds to the space defined by the variables above and a strategy corresponds to a choice of values for these variables.
Recall that peers pay to send their messages anonymously through the system. The rate at which user j injects money into the system is L q l j . This monetary influx comes either entirely from external funds (p j ), from money accumulated by forwarding other peers' messages, or from a combination of the two. Since other peers receive payments when forwarding messages, the aggregate influx of money generated by all initiators is dispersed among the peer population. Let λ i be the rate at which user i receives revenue from all initiators in the system. In order to determine λ i , we introduce the event E i,j which indicates that peer i has been selected to be on the path constructed by peer j. Of course, peer i can only be selected to be on j's path if it is joined to the system when the path is constructed. If we assume that peers are equally likely to be chosen to occupy a position in the path constructed (e.g., Tarzan [19] ), we have
Note that this probability does not depend on peer j, the node constructing the path, as we have assumed that the path construction mechanism is identical for all peers. However, (1) depends on the number of peers joined to the system, which on average, assuming that peer i is joined to the system, is given by 1 + N k=1,k =i c k . We can now determine λ i by considering all initiators in the system. In particular, we have
The above equation assumes peer i is joined to the system. Since peer i only receives revenue while joined to the system, the long term rate at which it accumulates revenue is λ i c i .
There are several factors that determine the costs and the rewards of a user that participates in an anonymity system. A precisely defined utility function for such a user is usually subjective and can be rather complex (for example, see [1] ). For our present purposes, we introduce a relatively simple utility function that considers users to be subject to the following costs and rewards:
1. A cost per unit of time for being joined to the system.
There are many reasons why users may suffer such costs, ranging from the commitment of local resources for forwarding other users' traffic, to the increased risk of scrutiny incurred by participating in an anonymity preserving system.
2. The cost of using external funds to send messages anonymously. Since users naturally value money, using external funds represents a clear cost.
3. The reward of sending messages anonymously. Clearly, users of an anonymity system see value in sending their traffic anonymously.
Assuming that costs and benefits scale linearly in the user's decision variables, a user's utility function, which in this case represents the total cost, is given by
The first term in (3) represents the financial cost of sending messages through the system. Note that this cost is the difference between the rate of money used from external funds and the rate of money accumulated for providing forwarding service. The second term in (3) represents the cost per unit of time associated with being joined to the system. The third term represents the reward obtained from sending anonymous messages at a particular rate. In a diverse population, users are likely to have different sensitivities to the different costs and rewards. To capture this heterogeneity among users, we assign user-dependent weights α i to the costs of being joined and β i to the rewards of sending messages anonymously. Given the above utility function and the constraints on the user's decision variable, we can now introduce the optimization problem each user i will solve. In particular, we have:
The last constraint in the problem above comes from the fact that each user must have sufficient funds to cover the cost of its demand.
It is important to note that both the objective function and constraints in the optimization problem above depend on the decision variables of all other users. In particular, λ i depends on the level of availability of all users in the system. Moreover, both the objective function and the fourth constraint are non-linear in the decision variables of user i.
To make our model analytically tractable, we group users into a small number of classes, M , where users within a class are identical. Note that the subscript i will now denote a class and not a user. For convenience, we also assume that each class i contains N users. Since users within a class have identical costs and rewards, we are interested only in equilibria points where the decisions of users within a class are also identical. Therefore, (l i , c i , p i ) will denote the choice of variables for all users in class i, with i = 1, . . . , M. We will abuse terminology and continue refer to user i, when actually meaning a representative user of class i.
Note that λ i now denotes the rate at which a single user in class i receives revenue from all initiators while joined to the system. Since all other users in each class have the same value for their decision variables, we can simplify equation (2) . Moreover, we assume that the number of users in each class is very large. This simplifies the problem since λ i will no longer be class dependent. Hence, all users when joined to the system, receive revenue from initiators at the same rate. The limit for λ i is given by
Note that λ i still depends on the aggregate decisions of users from each class in the system. However, since each class has a very large number of users, the impact of the choices of a single user on λ i is negligible.
Fixed Demand, Variable Payment Model
We start by evaluating a model where the user's demand for the anonymity system is fixed. That is, each user in class i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , generates messages at a fixed rate l i that must be delivered anonymously through the system. Note that l i is now a parameter of the model instead of a decision variable. A user in class i is left with two decision variables, namely, c i and p i .
Under this model, each user i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M solves the following optimization problem:
Note that the above problem is similar to the original formulation presented in problem (4), but with i referring to a representative user from class i and not all individual users, and with l i now being an input parameter. This two assumptions greatly simplify the original problem, as the utility function and the constraints are now linear in the representative user's decision variables. 6 It can be shown that the system defined by problem (6) always has at least one NEP (the problem satisfies the conditions required by Debreu's NEP existence theorem [11] ). In what follows we characterize these equilibria points analytically. Note that the last term in the cost function in problem (6) is a constant term (as a consequence of fixing l i ) and will be ignored in the analysis that follows.
Consider the system when M = 1, in which case the system has a completely homogeneous user population (we will drop the indices as we now refer to a single user class). Note that in a NEP of system with a single class, no user should benefit from deviating from the choice of decision variables made by all users in the class. Our system is fully characterized by the parameters L, q, l and α. We can establish the NEPs for this system as follows.
Theorem 1
In the system defined by L, q, l and α with a single class of users (M = 1), the Nash equilibria points are determined as follows (proof available in [17] ):
For certain system parameters, the theorem establishes a range of possible Nash equilibria points (third condition of (7)). However, there is a strict ordering of these equilibria from the perspective of the users' cost function. In particular, among the range of NEPs, the point c * = l Lq/α yields the lowest cost to all users. In game theory, this equilibrium point is known as a Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium. Since this NEP is preferred by all users, it is reasonable to consider it as the equilibrium point of the system. Note, however, that any NEP within this range yields higher level of availability than the minimum (with the preferred NEP yielding the lowest availability within the range of NEPs).
There are several interesting observations that can be drawn from Theorem 1. First, we note that if the system does not require users to pay to send messages anonymously (q = 0), the availability at equilibrium is given by c * = s l, which is the minimum fraction of time that users must join the system to deliver their messages. In a paid system (q = 0), it is possible to have an equilibrium point where peer availability is much higher than the required minimum. Second, in all possible equilibria, no user is required to consistently introduce money from external funds (p * = 0). Thus, the anonymity service is actually free of charge over sufficiently long time scales, as up-front payments to send messages are fully recouped 7 . Third, the level of user availability scales linearly with the users' demand (l). In particular if l > α/(Lq), then users are always joined to the system (c * = 1). Fourth, availability scales inversely with the users' sensitivity to being joined to the system (α). If users have a low cost for being joined, the availability can be very high, while if users are very sensitive to being joined, availability is minimal. As a last observation, note that availability scales linearly with the price for forwarding a message (q). Thus, the system designer could arbitrarily increase the price to forward a message to force users to a NEP with high availability. Although the system would still remain free of charge (p * = 0), users might need to make a much larger up-front payment. This characteristic is mainly due to our assumption that users must send all messages that they generate. In the next section we will explore a different model that allows users to moderate their demand. 7 The model presented ignores possible transaction fees imposed by the bank, which may introduce some small cost for the service.
The above result can be extended to the case of a heterogeneous user population (M = 2), yielding analytical results that reflect the scaling of peer availability with different system parameters. In the heterogeneous case, however, we find that the anonymity service is no longer free of charge to all users. In particular, users with high demand will pay a positive amount from external funds (p * > 0), whereas those with low demand will still pay nothing. Space considerations prevent us from presenting the details for the heterogeneous case here; more information can be found in [17] .
Fixed Payment, Variable Demand Model
We now consider a model where the amount of money each user introduces from external funds is fixed. That is, from the perspective of the general model introduced earlier, the quantities p i are now parameters and not decision variables. However, the demand of each user for the anonymity system, l i , will now be treated as a decision variable. Thus, each peer can decide the rate at which it will generate messages that have to be sent anonymous through the P2P system.
Under this variation, each user of class i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M solves the following optimization problem:
The above problem is similar to problem (6), but with l i being a decision variable and p i a fixed parameter. Again, it can be shown that this problem always has at least one NEP (the problem satisfies the conditions required by Debreu's NEP existence theorem [11] ). Consider again the case of a homogeneous user population, M = 1. As before, all users within this class have identical preferences and, as before, we are interested in characterizing only symmetric NEP. Problem (8) is fully described by the parameters p, L, q, α and β (we again drop the indices as we are considering a single user class). The NEP of this problem is characterized as follows.
Theorem 2
In the system defined by p, L, q, α and β, with a single class of users (M = 1), the Nash equilibria points are determined as follows (proof available in [17] ):
The result in the above theorem establishes a range of possible NEPs under the condition β − Lq ≥ α s. However, once again there is a strict ordering of these NEPs from the perspective of the users' cost function. The Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium in this case is given by l * = 1/s, c * = 1, that is, users set their demands to the capacity of the system and remain joined all the time. Since we have not imposed any user-specific upper limit on the demand, users will choose to use the system as much as possible. These results are readily generalized to the case where users have a maximum demand for the system.
We can obtain several insights from the Theorem 2. First, if users place a low value on sending messages anonymously (low β) or a high cost to being joined to the system (high α), then not using the system (l * = c * = 0) is the only equilibrium point. Despite this negative result, we expect that privacy-concerned users will place a high value on sending their traffic anonymously, such that, in general, β > α. Second, under some conditions, there are no Nash equilibria where users have zero demand for the system (l * = 0). In this case, users always prefer to generate some demand for the system, as opposed to not using it. Third, the results show the dependence of the price to forward a message, q, which is stipulated by the system designer, on the user's decisions. Note that by arbitrarily increasing q the system designer can force users to an equilibrium where they have zero demand for the system.
The essential point in the analysis of the two models described above is to establish conditions under which a payment mechanism provides users a clear incentive to increase their level of availability. It's important to note that under some conditions, a payment mechanism may not improve peer availability. Fortunately, this is not always the case. In fact, our results show that it's possible to boost availability and at the same time have an anonymity system that is essentially free of charge, despite requiring peers to pay to send messages anonymously. This is possible since users can recoup all expenses by providing service to others.
The above analysis focuses on characterizing the different equilibria of the system and understanding the impact of the proposed incentive mechanism at the equilibria points. Another important consideration is understanding the dynamics by which users may reach an equilibrium point. Convergence to a NEP is in general a hard problem and while it is an important consideration, is beyond the scope of this paper. We leave such investigation for future work.
Micropayment Scheme
We propose an off-line, debit-based anonymous micropayment scheme that allows peers to make payments to each other in exchange for message forwarding service. Our scheme is a composition and adaptation of two schemes published in the literature. Since anonymity is an application requirement, we must adopt a payment scheme, where payments cannot be linked to the identity of any specific payer. Such features are readily available in the anonymous digital cash scheme proposed in [10] . At the same time, since we envision a system where peers pay per message forwarded, an efficient payment scheme is also required. Such efficiency requirements can be met by using micropayment schemes, such as Payword [30] , which typically achieve simplicity at the expense of anonymity. Our scheme will combine features such as blind signatures and split identity information, together with hash chains and verifiable certificates to deliver an efficient anonymous payment scheme.
As with any other payment mechanism, our scheme uses a bank, a trusted entity 8 that will keep account information (e.g., cash balance) of all peers in the system. Our payment scheme interacts with the bank in an off-line fashion, meaning that the bank is not contacted at the time of a transaction.
In short, the payment scheme works as follows: Suppose a peer, P , wants to use the anonymity service provided by the P2P anonymity system. Before P can request any peer to forward its messages, it must purchase a certificate for a given amount from the bank. This certificate is signed blindly by the bank and has no explicit binding information to the identity of P . Peer P then selects a peer, say Q, that will serve as an intermediary peer along the anonymous path. Peer P then binds the certificate to Q and sends the certificate anonymously to Q. The certificate is equivalent to a payment in advance, however, peer Q can only cash in this certificate together with valid tokens that will be provided by P . Peer Q checks the validity of the certificate and its binding. To pay Q for its forwarding service, P includes a token in each anonymous message it sends through Q. Peer Q verifies the validity of the token received against the certificate and stores it. At a later point in time, peer Q presents the certificate as well as the last token received to the bank to redeem its payments. The bank verifies the validity of the certificate and the tokens and credits the proper amount into Q's account. Note that peer P must give a certificate to each peer along its anonymous path.
From the brief description above, we observe that the payment scheme can be decomposed into three phases: (a) peer P -bank interaction (purchasing certificates); (b) peer P -peer Q interaction (making payments); (c) peer Q-bank interaction (redeeming payments). We now provide the details of each of these interactions: 8 The bank is trusted as a financial institution but not necessarily trusted to safeguard payers' identities.
Purchasing certificates
Suppose initiator P wants to use the anonymity service. P must first purchase certificates for specific amounts from bank. To do so, it prepares a certificate that contains a globally unique identification number (chosen randomly by P from a very large set), its monetary value v, its committed split identity information 9 and the final value of a hash chain of length v 10 . The bank receives and verifies the legitimacy of the certificate. If P has enough funds in its account, the bank withdraws the corresponding amount from P 's account, signs the certificate, and sends the signed certificate back to P . The bank must sign the certificate blindly, such that it cannot link the certificate with the initiator that purchased the certificate (recall that we do not trust the bank to safeguard the identity of peers). This means that the bank will not see the certificate it signs in plain text, although it almost surely knows what are the terms (i.e., the certificate value) being signed. An existing mechanism for obtaining blind signatures, such as cut-and-choose [10] , can be readily used. This message exchange for certificate purchase is illustrated in Figure 2 (a).
Making payments
The first-time peer P selects a peer, say peer Q, to be part of its anonymous path, it binds and sends Q one of its certificates. To bind a certificate to Q, peer P uses some unique information about Q (e.g., its IP address) to determine the split identity information that will be revealed to Q. A message containing the certificate and the appropriate half of the split identity information is sent to Q through the anonymous path itself, and not directly, so that Q does not learn the identity of P . Peer Q then verifies the validity of the certificate through the bank's signature and the correctness of the split identity information revealed by P . Peer Q now agrees to forward packets on behalf of P . Each message that P sends through Q will include a token (the next value in the hash chain) together with the certificate identification number. The token is the payment for forwarding this message. Q verifies that the payment is valid by applying the well-known hash function to this token and comparing it with the previously received token (or the token in the certificate) 11 . Since the certificate ensures the payment of at most v tokens, peer Q should forward at most v messages for P . Of course, P can send Q a new certificate when its balance reaches zero if it intends to continue to use Q to forward its messages. Figure 2(b) shows the messages exchanged between P and Q. For clarity, this figure suppresses the details of the anonymous channel connecting P and Q.
The micropayments described above can be readily integrated with path-based anonymous protocol in which the initiator has complete knowledge of the peers along the path and uses recursive encryption when sending messages to communicate secretly with each peer. A recursively encrypted message P 1 , traversing a path with L hops, has the following form:
where S i is the address of the i-th peer in the path, M is the anonymous message destined to D, C i is payment data sent by the initiator which is destined to peer i (e.g., a certificate or token), and {X} K + i denotes message X encrypted with public key K + i . This message, in virtue of its layered structure, is commonly referred to as an onion [25] .
The initiator will forward the onion to the first peer of the path, S 1 . Each intermediary peer i in the path will have access to payload P i after decrypting the message with its private key. The payload contains the address of the next hop S i+1 , an encrypted payload to be sent to that hop, and payment information destined to peer i, C i . When the initiator first decides to form a path using peer i, the contents of C i are simply a certificate that has been bound to i and the corresponding split identity information. Peer i can verify the legitimacy of the certificate and split identity information before it forwards any messages on behalf of the 11 The first token sent is h (v−1) (r), which can be verified as legitimate by applying the hash function to it once and comparing the result with the value imprinted in the certificate.
initiator. In subsequent messages sent by the initiator, C i will contain payments to peer i in the form of tokens. However, to prevent intermediate peers from receiving payments without forwarding messages, an acknowledgment mechanism is used, such that a payment can only be effectively obtained after the payload has been properly forwarded to the next hop. To accomplish this, the token for peer i is encrypted with a random symmetric key generated by the initiator. This random key is only visible by the successor of peer i on the path. Upon receiving a message, each peer returns the symmetric key to its predecessor in an acknowledgment message, which enables the previous hop to obtain its payment. On receiving an acknowledgment from its successor, peer i decrypts its token. Thus, the contents of C i in this case are
where t m i is the m-th token sent to peer i, K m i−1 is the symmetric key associated with the m-th token that should be returned to peer i − 1, and the notation {X} K denotes a message X encrypted with symmetric key K. Figure 3 illustrates the operation of the protocol with payments. Eventually, the message reaches the last peer in the path (L), which then forwards message M to destination D.
Since D is assumed to be outside the anonymous system, we cannot expect D to perform any additional functionality that is pertinent to the anonymous protocol. Thus, the token sent to the last hop is not encrypted by the initiator. Finally, intermediate peers must forward any response from D along the reverse path towards the initiator. There are two important considerations in the above protocol that are not necessarily solved by the current incentive structure. First, peers along the intermediate path must forward acknowledgment messages to their predecessors. Second, the last peer in the path must forward the message to the final destination. It is possible that the financial incentives given to peers (i.e., token values) will be sufficient to motivate them to comply with the protocol. If this is not the case, then failing to forward such messages can be treated as non-compliant behavior and handled by some other mechanism. In Section 6 we briefly discuss how non-compliant behavior can be addressed in P2P anonymity systems.
Redeeming payments
Peer Q will generally contact the bank to redeem its payments once the total number of tokens guaranteed by a certificate has been received. Peer Q sends the bank the certificate, the split identity information revealed by peer P and the last token received for that certificate. The bank verifies if the certificate is valid by checking its signature and also confirms that the certificate is bound to Q by checking the split identity information provided by Q. It then verifies if the token presented is legitimate by recursively applying the known hash function to the token until the final hash value printed in the certificate is obtained. The bank then credits an amount of v into Q's account.
Discussion
The payment scheme described above has several desirable security and anonymity properties. For example, it provides protection against double-payment and doublespending. The former can occur when a peer attempts to redeem the same certificate multiple times at the bank. The latter can occur when an initiator exploits the off-line nature of the payment mechanism to spend the same certificate with more than one peer. Among other security properties, the scheme also prevents a peer from reusing a legitimate certificate that it has received. Among desirable anonymity properties, the scheme preserves the identity of the initiator even when the bank and some peers collude. Many of these properties follow directly from the security of previous payment schemes [10, 30] and the anonymity provided by path-based anonymous protocols [19, 27] .
As specified above, the payment scheme allows the initiator to pay intermediate peers along the forward paththat is, the path taken by the message as it travels to the destination. However, we have not provided payments for response messages that originate at the destination and follow the reverse path to the initiator. Although we could assume that payments in the forward path provide sufficient incentives for intermediary peers to relay back response messages, it is also possible that explicit payments will be required for forwarding these responses. Recall that we target our payment scheme to anonymous protocols that use symmetric paths, such that forward and reverse paths are formed by the same set of peers. There are several ways in which payment for response messages can be incorporated. For example, the initiator could provide payments for reverse messages in a separate recursively encrypted message after it has received the response, which can perhaps be piggybacked in a subsequent requests. This method has the advantage of allowing the initiator to pay in proportion to the size of the response.
Finally, the properties required by the payment scheme presented above (initiator knows that path and recursive encryption) form the basis for Chaumian mixes [9] and are present in many P2P anonymity systems that have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [5, 19, 27] ). These systems are particularly well suited for integration with a payment mechanism, as the initiator can embed certificates and payments for each peer on the path without the risk of being stolen by an eavesdropper.
Attacks and Unintended Consequences
The previous sections have shown that payments can provide an incentive for high availability and can be implemented anonymously. We now consider whether this additional mechanism might affect the overall security of the system, possibly in subtle and unintended ways. A number of threat models must be considered, including attacks designed against both anonymity and the payment mechanism itself. In this section, we briefly enumerate and discuss some possible attacks and undesired consequences.
Attackers can deny service to others by failing to comply with the forwarding protocol by, for example, accepting certificates but refusing to forward packets.
This type of denial of service attack is possible in any anonymity system; the addition of an incentive does not eliminate it. However, our payment-based incentive introduces the possibility of financial loss under such an attack. Because our payment scheme does not allow the initiator to reclaim or reuse certificates that have been given to intermediary peers, it is possible for the initiator to lose money if peers refuse to forward messages in exchange for tokens. In this case, the initiator has no means of recovering its certifi-cate. We emphasize that the peer holding a certificate cannot redeem it at the bank without the appropriate tokens, so there is no financial incentive for denying service. Nevertheless, malicious peers can mount such attack on the system. We discuss how this attack can be mitigated in the next consideration.
Peers can fail to comply with the protocol if the offered financial incentives are not sufficient or if they are unresponsive to such incentives.
It is possible that the financial incentives given to peers (i.e., token values) will be insufficient to motivate them to comply with the protocol. Failing to comply generates broken paths, which ultimately forces the initiator to create a different anonymous path. Over time, such behavior eventually reduces the flow of tokens that a non-compliant peer receives. Thus, there is an implicit incentive to comply with the protocol and then leave the system once the costs of using the system have been recouped.
The incentive to comply can be rendered explicit through the use of an additional reputation mechanism that can identify and isolate non-compliant peers, thereby reducing their impact on the system. Initiators can use this mechanism to minimize the risk of losing tokens to broken paths. We have designed and evaluated an anonymity-preserving reputation mechanism and show that under certain conditions, it can effectively isolate non-compliant peers. Space limitations prevent us from presenting the mechanism here, but readers can find more details in a related technical report [17] .
The Bank can use its privileged position to conduct timing attacks, possibly aided by colluding peers.
The bank can attempt to mount a straightforward timing analysis attack on the system by correlating the signing of certificates requested by peer P to the time when a certificate is later redeemed. The bank can also collude with other participating peers to correlate purchase and usage of certificates. For example, if P purchases certificates for a given face value v and then immediately uses them, the bank and colluding peers can correlate the purchase of the certificate with its immediate usage (or redemption at the bank) in order to infer P 's identity.
To counteract such traffic analysis, peers should avoid having the bank issue certificates on a per-session timescale, but instead should purchase many certificates at once divided into a few well-defined face values. Ideally, the bank should be a publicly accessible authority providing digital cash services for various other businesses other than the anonymity system. In this case, correlating payments with purchases is potentially more difficult, as transactions from peers in the anonymous system will be interleaved with a large number of unrelated transactions.
Attackers wishing to analyze traffic now have an additional monetary incentive to operate additional peers under pseudonyms, lending additional power to passive traffic analysis attacks.
While passive traffic analysis attacks are a threat in all anonymous systems, the addition of payments do not necessarily strengthen their effect. If one assumes that an attacker serious about breaking anonymity will deploy all resources available at hand (e.g., multiple machines, multiple identities, etc.) regardless of any additional incentive, then adding payments does not expose the system to a new type of threat. The real question is whether the income received from providing service can be converted into additional resources for an even more powerful attack. Note that, honest users can also operate multiple peers, not with the intent of attacking the system but to obtain financial benefits. If the net effect is an increase in the overall number of peers in the system, there is no obvious advantage to the attacker.
New attacks may emerge with the goal of stealing money from the system.
While it might be possible to exploit weaknesses in, say, path construction protocols to extract undeserved currency, by far the easiest way to obtain money is to become a compliant, highly available peer. An interesting question, however, is whether users who perform work for payment but never use the service should be regarded as a threat. Although such users do not provide cover traffic to the system, their presence does increase the overall size of the group and system stability. We are therefore inclined to view this profiteering behavior as benign at moderate levels. If, however, profiteering were to become a dominant behavior, the ability of ordinary users to recover costs would be diminished and the relative lack of cover traffic in the system could reduce the quality of anonymity, thereby driving out paying users. One might expect an equilibrium level of profiteering to emerge in this case, an intriguing question that we leave to future research.
Payments for service, if not recoverable, will represent a net financial cost for using the system. This cost could depress demand for anonymity, which might negatively affect the quality of anonymity.
Although our model indicates that the cost of payments can be recouped through increased availability, one must interpret this result conservatively. In practice, overheads such as bank fees, lost tokens, and profiteering might make full recovery of costs difficult, can induce users to abandon using the service. Under a shrinking total user population, the average group size could become small even as remaining users increased their availability.
The likelihood of this scenario depends on the elasticity of demand for anonymous communication, which, unfortunately, is not well understood. While it is widely claimed that most people will not pay for anonymity, it is also the case that most people do not use even free anonymous services. It may be that non-financial costs such as the reduced performance and inconvenience of anonymous communi-cation create a self-selection effect that keeps out peers for whom anonymity is of marginal value. In this case, demand should be relatively inelastic and payments could help to increase the number of willing users actively joined at any point in time. Further empirical study is needed to decide this question.
Related Work
Payment-based incentive mechanisms have been proposed for various specific P2P systems with the intent of promoting compliance with the system protocol. MojoNation was a deployed P2P system for robust file storage and retrieval in which peers traded a form of private currency called mojo in exchange for both the storage and retrieval of data. 12 A number of payment-based schemes have been proposed for ad hoc networks and wireless multi-hop networks. In [8] the authors use payments to drive the system to an equilibrium point where nodes comply with the protocol. Their approach requires all participating peers to have access to tamper-proof hardware to enforce honest exchange of payments. In [33] , a payment scheme called Sprite is proposed. Sprite uses a centralized record keeping authority along with a cryptographic scheme for deferred payments, and does not require specialized hardware. Another approach for safely establishing payments in multihop cellular networks is described in [4] . All of these payment mechanisms do require the knowledge of the identity of the payer and thus cannot be used in an anonymity system.
All the proposed incentive mechanisms for P2P systems have so far focused solely on the problem of non-compliant peers. Although the problem of low availability has been raised in the literature [24, 29] , we are not aware of any incentive mechanism that specifically encourages peer availability. Note that [15] presents an incentive mechanism that is robust in the face of high turnover rate, but their mechanism does not explicitly promote availability.
Incentive mechanisms focused on promoting compliance have also been proposed for anonymous communication systems based on an anonymous core architecture. The reputation schemes of [14] and [21] assume a relatively small and static population of forwarding nodes, and are thus poorly suited to P2P systems. In [18] , the authors propose a micropayment mechanism to allow users to pay for anonymity, implicitly providing an incentive for operators to offer such a service. In contrast, our approach uses payments to provide explicit incentives for high peer availability and low group turnover in a P2P system. The proposed scheme integrates payment with data forwarding to provide full anonymity and untraceability and shares some features 12 No publicly available document describing this system was located. A discussion about its successes and failures can be found in [2] . with our protocol. However, the scheme in [18] require nodes to have access to tamper-proof hardware, an undesirable requirement in a P2P system.
Summary
Limited peer availability is a performance threat to many P2P systems, but is particularly harmful to P2P anonymity systems since its effect-a reduced average number of peers in the system-has a direct impact on primary metrics of anonymity. Free-riding due to low availability is likely to be more pervasive than non-compliance, as the latter requires users to obtain and execute modified software, while in the former users simply shut down their application.
We have explored the use of payments to construct an incentive mechanism that attaches a real monetary cost to free-riding, analytically evaluating the conditions under which such mechanism can increase peer availability. We also show that it is feasible to implement an efficient payment mechanism that does not compromise anonymity and that can be readily integrated with a class existing P2P anonymity systems.
The payment-based incentive mechanism proposed addresses the problem of low peer availability, which cannot be addressed with other mechanisms that are largely focused on compliance. It would be incorrect to infer from our work that compliance-enforcing mechanisms are not needed in anonymous systems. Rather, a comprehensive incentive solution for anonymous communication must address both compliance and availability, likely with separate design components each built upon the most suitable foundations. We have argued here, that payments are a particularly suitable mechanism for the availability component.
